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My Invisible Lion

I have ulcerative colitis.

Understanding a medical diagnosis from a professional level can be challenging, but the

use of chemistry will make ideas simpler. This focus is on ulcerative colitis, a form of an

inflammatory bowel disease which is present in the large intestine or colon of the human body. It

is caused by a mutation in the DNA, and is defined under the umbrella of inflammatory diseases.

In medical terms, a pro-inflammatory cytokine (cell signal chemical) “TNF-alpha” is increased

with ulcerative colitis: the symbol of inflammation (Very Well Health). Through the use of

medication, this is discouraged through anti-rheumatoid action. This process supplies

anti-inflammatory and immune suppressant actions throughout the body, which improves the

symptoms of ulcerative colitis. “TNF-Alpha '' works to signal other cells during a nerve-tracked

inflammatory pathway which builds the pro-inflammatory bonds (Very Well Health). Most cases

are diagnosed at about 15-25 years old, with a rate of 9-20 cases per 100,000 people per year

(Crohn’s and Colitis Foundation of America). I was diagnosed when I was five but my worst

peak happened at thirteen.

Those with bowel discomfort are usually tested for a form of Inflammatory Bowel

Disease (IBD) which can consist of either ulcerative colitis or Crohn’s disease. Both of these

medical complications affect the gastrointestinal tract, however, the difference in names is

dependent on the location and inflammatory pattern. Crohn’s disease affects patches of the large

intestine, and ulcerative colitis covers the majority of the organ in uniform shape. The symptoms
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of both of these medical diagnoses are particularly similar. They both can consist of abdominal

pain, diarrhea, weight loss, fatigue, stool urgency, and blood. Unfortunately no cure for either

type of IBD has been discovered. The only healthy peak would be at an asymptomatic phase: a

state called remission.

***

What most people get at 40 is what I got at 13. Scary to think about and scary to go

through: a colonoscopy and endoscopy. Some may think the actual surgery is the most dreadful,

but the process beforehand is what will keep you up at night. The doctor orders a series of

actions in order to clean out my bowel system. My internal pathway needs to be clear to provide

distinguishable images for the camera to capture. Liquid laxative is the main component used for

the preparation. During this stage, I was always confused about what I was doing. I usually

obeyed my mom and nodded yes.

Sometimes yes became hard. I always say yes to the doctor in the hospital, but once I go

home it becomes difficult to continue. My home is supposed to be my safe spot. This was a

protected area where I would return after every long day. I had a strong connection with this

house because it was where I lived during my youth. There is a major difference between house

and home. A house is just a building, but on the other hand, a home is a place where someone

feels comfortable and safe where they can call it something of their own. My bedroom door

escapes me from reality. Now, however, my “safe spot” has been violated as I am forced to

undergo this surgery preparation. This is no longer my home. Learning to obey my parents

became hard. When they tell me to do something that genuinely hurts and is uncomfortable, it is

so difficult to push forward. Why would I say yes? I feel pain. I don't want to hurt myself, but I

don't want to drink this.
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The doctor had instructed me to consume numerous ounces of liquid in order to cleanse

out my bowels for this procedure. It was mainly gatorade. The overdose of sugar and low

amounts of  salt contained in this colorful energy drink makes me wince. I had to drink 200

ounces of gatorade. 200! It made me want to throw up. I did throw up. This is not my home. My

home was a safe spot, not a place for me to disobey what my body wants. But I have to do this. I

haven’t eaten in 3 days. It’s not that I don’t want to eat, but I‘m not allowed to. The inside of my

body is a dehydrated fruit. Nothing in, everything out. Crying, vomiting, gagging, yelling,

screaming. Pain, hunger, anger, fatigue. Sadness, emptiness, weakness.  I was only 13.

The hospital bracelet was on its tightest setting and was still about to fall off. Now it is

time for treatment. After the waiting room, I slowly walked over to my designated section of the

hallway. Each patient and their tragedies was separated only by a piece of fabric hanging from

the ceiling. Nicely folded on my bed is the neutral-colored, frail gown into which I have to

change. I feel the cold buttons slide down on my body as I put on the gown. I am weak. I lay in

the bed, looking up at my mom, holding her hand. A message of hunger pleading through my

eyes. When can I eat? My stomach has been growling at me for the past 3 days.

An IV was thrusted into my inner elbow as the doctor asked me some clarifying

questions. Afterwards, the hospital bed was rolled through the hallway and into a specific room.

This was the best part, it was a fun ride. I begin to enter a room with monitors all over, and

another IV. I hate that needle. I only saw it in movies and it scared me. A tube of rushing air

was placed under my nose. Strongly flowing into my nostrils, it smelled of molding dust on the

cracks of the floor at an elderly home. Four white coats looked down on me as if I was their prey.

I am not ready.
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My family was standing at the entrance of the operating room. I wanted a hug from my

sister. She was only 10. She didn’t know what was going on. Neither did I.  Moments before this

we were all sitting on the couch, but now suddenly I am here, and they are there. How is this

possible? I am a lab rat. My dad's arm around my mom’s shoulder, and my little sister in front.

The despair plastered on my parents' faces is a sight I’d never forget. The worried look in their

eyes as if it seemed like they dread thinking about this situation. My dad squeezes my mom’s

shoulder to make sure everything is going to be okay. Is everything going to be okay? I don’t

know. I hope so. I want this to be over. I am so hungry. I am so scared. The small smile my dad

gave me, was it for my comfort or his? One of those smiles where you want everything to be

okay, but the worst outcome is screaming in the back of your mind.

Where am I mom? I just obeyed her...or at least tried to. My tail is between my legs:

shame-faced. I know how much she does for me, and I am so grateful for her. But it’s hard to

show. Hard when you have to explain symptoms to someone who has no idea what you are

talking about. I didn’t know how I could express this frustrating feeling with words.

I look up at the ceiling. I am introduced to the doctors, and then told to open my mouth.

A plastic wedge was inserted to widen my gums as if I was getting my braces tightened. I am so

excited to finally eat! I saw a white tube out of the corner of my eye. Wait, what was this? Milk?

I don't want to drink anything else! I am so hungry! The doctor moves towards the machine, and

begins to pump this liquid into my arm. I thought I was going to eat! I am told to count down

from 10. This sounds easy. 10....9….8….7….*eyes get cloudy*....(quieter) 6 ….5….*eyes fold

in*....4: Goodnight at 3pm, I am tired of being so exhausted.

***
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Even after the diagnosis, ulcerative colitis is often an invisible illness due to the hidden

existence from the outside world. What people choose to believe hurts. One of the hardest things

to explain is that even though you cannot see it, this does not mean it is not there. Whether it's a

doctor, family member, or teacher, I have found that people overall do not completely

understand. For others to vividly experience how us patients feel from a first person perspective

is impossible, but feelings of sympathy would hopefully arise. We need to try to put others'

stories in our shoes. Trying to explain to the doctor what I am feeling has gotten frustrating. I

used to try my best. Now I just say “good” unless something is actually wrong. I don’t like

explaining anymore. They don't even understand. The smile and nod. Even though you can not

see it does not mean it is not there. And please don't apologize. It makes me feel like something

is wrong with me. I am happy that I have medicine to help me. This is why I don't like

explaining. What is the other person going to get out of this? Nothing. Most people care about

themselves; they smile and nod because they do not understand. I wish that someone would put

themselves in my shoes. Just because you can't see it doesn't mean it's not there.

***

Holidays are supposed to be filled with bliss and rejuvenation. My family has a tradition

of  inviting others to celebrate every New Years Eve together. Buying food and decorations for

preparation was the most exciting part. Everybody would show up and we’d all be dancing

around, smiling, and laughing. In order to symbolize my Persian culture, we provided lots of

ethnic food with many distinct flavors. A feast for every sense was spread along the table: the

taste of the bitter herbs and the sweet treats; the shine of the gold glaze on the sholezard; the

pistachio-nougat smell of gaz;the flaky texture of baklava; the charcoal scent of lamb kabobs; the

fluffy shape of jasmine rice; and the bright burgundy of the powdered sumak. All of this fun
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would distract me from how I really feel. What I have internally. What I have to live with which

others may not know about. What I’d keep to myself because I was embarrassed to tell my

friends.

At the peak of my happiness, it strikes.  My gut wants to speak. It is a lion; it kicks, tugs,

and growls.The clock reads fifteen minutes before midnight. At this moment, I rushed through

the hallway, bouncing off the walls as I slid into the bathroom. When I sat down, I took a

pause...thinking that everything was okay. But suddenly, my stomach roared. It likes to speak a

lot.

I cross my arms and dig them into my waist, hugging myself, hoping to quiet it. The

squeezing confuses the lion. Sitting here, I look down while I listen to the noise of everyone on

the other side of the door. Ten minutes until the new year. The laughs, cheers, and kazoo noises

seep under; increasing my desire to go join the fun. Please go faster. I feel my face start to

scrunch up; my eyebrows coming closer together. 11:54pm. Why do I have to deal with this?

Why does it take other people five minutes to use the restroom but fifteen for me? There are now

less than three minutes until midnight. I need the pain to stop and actually use the bathroom. I

start to rock back and forth, hoping it will go away faster. Praying to God: What did I do? What

can I do to prevent this? Did I do something wrong to deserve this? I was only 13.

...“10!”...oh no…”9!”...Can this hurry up??...”8!”...*tightens arms*...”7!”...*shuts

eyes*...”6”...I’m not going to get there in time. This countdown from five seconds to “HAPPY

NEW YEAR!” was blazing fast, searing me as it swept past. Tears roll down my face as I start to

loosen my arms. I didn’t make it. The lion is still here. I sat in a lonely puddle and mourned in the

misery that other people are going to have fun smiling and laughing while I’ll be stuck in pain.
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It finally calmed down so it was time to head back out. After I stood up, I went to wash

my hands. I looked up at the mirror. I could see my own disappointment and shame staring back

with a melancholy reflection. I took a closer look at the girl looking back at me. Tears gathered

under her nose and above her lip. I watched her wipe her eyes trying to look normal. We put on a

fake smile and headed out. Everyone was hugging and kissing due to the celebration. Chocolate

cake was spread along the table on little plastic plates. Young kids threw balloons in the air while

the teenagers took selfies. We blended right in. No one knows. No one has to know. No one was

wondering. No one suspected a thing. Did we want them to? Did we want someone to ask where

we had been? She wasn't sure. She didn't know how to respond. Maybe it depends on who asks.

We were only 13.

Fake smiles, wiping tears, and wondering if she was born “correctly” because of the pain

she’d dealt with. Maybe the beginning of this next year would be better? Maybe it was the last

pain she’d experience in 2017. She hopes it will be. It hurts her, it hurts me. What did we do to

deserve this? What did we do wrong? The roar of the lion inside of me is hard to tame. And even

when it finally becomes silent, it always takes too long.

***

Medicine for inflammatory bowel disease can be consumed by mouth (pills, liquid) or by

needle (IV). There has been no medicine created which can completely cure this disease,

however, you can be placed in a state of remission.  Remission acts as an area of health, with the

disease still present, but asymptomatic. Technology has been adapting rapidly day by day,

hopefully soon this invisible illness can actually find a cure.

It's almost as if the lion is invisible. I am now proud of how far I have become.

Currently, I am in a good state, bestides the normal hormonal teenage years. In result of my state
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of remission, I look up to my parents. Both of them work together and they do their best to

provide for my family. My dad arrived in the United States at age twelve. He didn’t know the

English language and, instead, was fluent in Farsi. With the addition of foreign parents having to

work two jobs, his experience was very different from most people. Currently, he is financially

stable because of  working towards what he knew he wanted and not stopping until he acquired

his goal.  He wants the best for me, and I truly appreciate it. I love him. With ulcerative colitis, I

believe I will be able to thrive just like he has. I won’t let it stop me.

My mom remained in the United States. She has lived all over the country. In Japan she

taught young children how to speak English.  She works very hard, and wants the best for me as

well. My mom has been with me every step of the way throughout my journey. She books every

appointment, every medicine refill, and assists every conversation with the doctor about how I

am feeling. Sometimes I get frustrated and find it hard to show my appreciation, but I hope they

know how much I love them. I really do appreciate all that she has done, but sometimes it is hard

to show. I hope they know how much I love them.

Going through the process of ulcerative colitis has definitely had its downfalls which

both of my parents had to deal with. I want to make them proud in the future. I want them to see

how far I’ve become. I want to see the smiles and tears on their faces when I graduate

highschool. I am going to cry. I love them so much. Everything they do. Thank you for always

being by my side. Thank you for always supporting me. Thank you for treating me like your

everything. But I am sorry. I am sorry if I didn’t show it enough. If I didn’t clearly show the

appreciation I have towards you. I want to make you proud. And I won’t let anything stop me.

My invisible lion has finally been tamed, I love you.


